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Abstract
Most of the important properties of the brain (thinking, consciousness, music, etc.) are severely ill-defined. They are not the
direct output of biological sensors or their combinations but emerge from complex computations at the network level and are not
necessarily represented in the sensory input or the activity of individual cells. They are emergent properties arising from dynamic
interactions between neurons in the different relay stations of the sensory pathways where recognition of basic physical properties
of incoming stimuli take place. Emergent properties and interactions between them range from physical properties of stimuli
to cognitive operations as emotions or consciousness and gradually involve interactions between sensory pathways, associative
cortexes, hippocampus, or the amygdala. Here we propose to build neural tissues from embryonic stem cells in “in vitro” controlled
environments to determine the way physical inputs are transformed into what humans perceive and measure. We will start with “low
complexity” tissues able to perform low level recognition of physical properties, to gradually increase the complexity of the tissue
to investigate how the physical characteristics of the incoming stimuli correspond at higher levels to the emergent properties of the
system. Mathematical methods based on networks theory, nonlinear dynamics, fractal theory and chaos among other will be used to
determine and measure the emergent properties of the nervous tissue at different complexity levels. We expected to provide criteria
and methodologies to measure human-like perception variables and use them for the design of future living artifacts (autonomous
robots, intelligent sensors, hybrid systems, etc.).
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1. Conceptual problems
The most important variables related to mental phenomena are “impossible” to measure/quantify at cells-to-tissues
or tissues-to-organs organization scales. They are not the output of some individual biological sensor nor simple
combinations of different types of sensors. They are emergent properties of the brain: thinking, consciousness, music
composition, strategic decisions, personal judgments, etc. Emergent properties arise from dynamic interactions between
neurons, probably since the first relay stations of the sensory pathways where the recognition of basic physical properties
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conference organizers and published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.of the incoming stimuli takes place. Emergent properties and interactions between emergent properties constitute the
basis of higher level perceptions and a pathway from physical properties to emotions and to consciousness. The original
physical variables that describe the “primitive” perception at the level of the biological sensors are transformed to
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ore abstract and less quantifiable, less measurable variables describing perception at the psychophysical level. As
erceptions are upgraded to the psychological level, their physical substrate, the structure of the neuronal networks in the
rain, increases in a corresponding degree of complexity. In the same way we consider variables of paramount interest
n the most spectacular activities of human beings such as human behavior and human relations, society structure
nd evolution, civilization, science, religion, etc., all these attributed to ill-defined and difficult for quantification
hilosophical concepts.
. Today methodological difﬁculties
Natural sciences never measured such variables/concepts because we don’t know how to relate them with the classical
roperties of the neural tissue, like electric or magnetic activity, neural complexity, etc. (see also Descartes’ division
f reality in mental and physical, “res cogitans and res extensa”). By using “in vitro” or “in vivo” electrophysiological
echniques we can study the behavior of neural cells and brain regions. We detect neural interactions and processing
f electrical stimuli but not their involvement in mental functions. The opposite approaches (PET, electro/magneto
ncephalography, etc.) are based on the monitoring of the activity of the whole brain but up-to-now techniques have a
ery limited spatial and/or temporal resolution to be used as a support for the measurement of perception. The neural
issue has not been made to respond to our experimental stimuli but rather to environmental or internal ones that are very
pecific and this piece of tissue probably is just one of the components needed for intelligent behavior. Therefore, there
s a methodological gap: On the one hand, in experiments with whole organisms we can observe mental activities but
hey are extremely complex, they arise from an extremely complex neural structure and we don’t have powerful enough
ools to grasp them. On the other, in simple systems i.e. tissue slices or limited brain regions, no mental functions can
e observed even if they potentially exist because no such function can be stimulated by the experimental inputs which
re so simple that only signal transduction through the tissue can be observed
. Alternative approach
We cannot break the complexity of the brain without loosing intelligence and the mental activities we intent to
easure. So, what could we do? The best idea is to synthesize the neural tissue instead of breaking it and to design
n experimental “brain” instead of breaking the natural one. If we succeed in synthesizing gradually more and more
omplex neural tissues then we could:
explore what degree of complexity is needed in the tissue structure (number of neurons, density and topology of the
neuronal connections, synaptic communication between structurally different neural tissues) to make emerge real
properties like perception or intelligent behavior
relate the processes of perception or intelligent behavior to specific structures/functions of the neural tissue and
measure perception or intelligent behavior using physical variables either at neuron or at network level in terms of
connectivity, number of nodes, electric activity, Ca++ fluxes, metabolism, etc.
It is very important that on each step, we stimulate our artificial brain with complex environmental activity rather
han with trivial electrical stimuli delivered by the researchers. Also to detect perception or intelligent behavior the
nvironmental activity have to be fully controlled and exhibit a degree of complexity equivalent to the complexity of
he designed neural tissue. A qualitative jump in the response of our brain, at a certain level of complexity, will indicate
he appearance of a new emergent property.
Answering these questions is not trivial. The brain is a complex system and the behavior of a complex system cannot
e easily predicted or deduced from the behavior of individual lower level entities. The outcome is not simply caused
y the summation of its individual parts. The emergent order and structure arise from the manifold interactions of the
umerous constituents. The fundamental problem when studying the brain is its organization alongside multiple spatial
nd temporal scales. Examining a single neuron, small region or circuit in isolation is complicated by the difficulty
hat each of these levels is a complex function of its lower levels and at the same time is embedded in a large-scale
rganization.
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4. Methodological approach
Globally we have to define physical substrates of perceptual processes and quantify and measure perception by
direct measuring of physical quantities using three-dimensional neural networks generated “in vitro” from embryonic
stem cells. The following phases are foreseen: (1) System Design: Design of an in vitro three-dimensional neuronal
network with real neurons generated from embryonic stem cells seeded in porous biomaterial supports that are placed
in perfusion bioreactor systems for long term viability. Design and development of two opposite surfaces in contact
with microarray electrodes to be used as input and output. (2) System Training: Training of the neuronal network
during its development with the use of neurotrophins so that specific spatiotemporal electrical signals presented in the
input will be memorized and recalled with later stimulus. (3) Input Signal Complexity: Upgrade of the complexity of
the spatio-temporal input signals (both unsynchronized and synchronized in an increasing number of frequencies from
periodic to non-periodic), and evaluation of the capacity of the system to respond specifically after the training. (4)
Multiple Memories: Evaluation of the ability of the system to store in memory two or more signals taught sequentially.
Determination of memories interference, (quality of retrieved memory after other memories have been stored), and
memories intentionality, (preferential storage for specific memories after the first stored and relation between these in
terms of input signal correlations). (5) System Analysis: Biochemical examination of the expression of proteins partic-
ipating in memory. Electrophysiological examination of the formation of activated neurons pathways during training.
Analysis of spatial distribution of synaptic connections during the stage of training. Analysis of the characteristics of
the output signals. (6) Design Criteria for Perception: Correlation of system analysis with system performance for the
evaluation of the relative importance of the design parameters to the system performance. (7) Definition of Neural Sub-
strates of Perception: Determination of what degree of complexity in the tissue structure (number of neurons, density
and topology of the neuronal connections or even the synaptic communication between structurally different neural
tissues) is needed to make emerge real properties like perception. Determination of the relations between perception
processes and specific structures/functions of the neural tissue. Measurement of perception using physical measurable
variables either at neuron or at network level in terms of connectivity, number of nodes, electric activity, Ca++ fluxes,
metabolism, etc.
